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Preamble: 

The  purpose of creating criminal justice in général Is to achieve justice 

and the rule of Law instead of Revenge and abuse , Dedicaling criminal justice  

through international criminal justice bodies especially in the most serous 

crimes, this is exemplified by the Ro ;;e stqtute of the international criminal 

court by delining the subject matter jurisdaction ensure that the perpetrators of  

these crimes do mot go unpunished . 

The crime of international terrorism has aceupied global and local public 

opinion , including researchers and specialists.with the increase in its dangers at  

the international level, it has occupied the center stage among contem porary 

global issues and has been a focus in the dis course of the international  

commicty without escception especially after the events of september 11.2001, 

where recieved wide attention in comfrontingit. 

         Althogh tevorist act reached their climax in conjumction With the 

preparations for the establishment of the international criminal court and the 

condemnation of it by the international community . The juris diction of the 

international court of international terrorism did not fall within its  substantive 

juris diction . 

From here , the problem of the National form emerges through the search for the 

various obstaches that prevented the inchusion of international  terrorisim, 

within the escculisive  juris diction of the international criminal court and the 

esctent to which the   crime of international terrorims can be included in the 

circle of crimes under comsideration by the court that threaten international 

peace and security . 

The Importance and objectives of the conférence : 

The importance of the topic of most important international principales 

related to criminal jurisdiction , the ain is to reach inter,ational criminal justice, 

International terrorism and the subject  matter juris diction of 

the international criminal court 
- Aforward looking legal view – 

Via techmology- Google meet - 
 



while clarifying the reasons that prevented the inclusion of terrorism within the 

substantive juris diction of the international criminal court , with diagnosing the 

most important obstacte and a dapting international violatios of a terrorist nature 

related  to international jurisdiction . 

 

Themes of the National form : 

The first axis :- principales Relevent to international criminal juris diction . 

- principles of a legal mature. 

-  The principles of  state soveriegnty. 

- The principle of maintaining international  peace and  security . 

* principles of a judicial Nature  

- The primciple  of equality before the law and the judiciary . 

- fair trial principle . 

Second axis : - Domestic and international criminal juri diction . 

- Intenal jurisdiction  of criminal Law  

-Intégrative compétence  

- Fxclusive jurisdiction . 

The Third axis : - Obstacles to including international terrorism within the 

subject matter juridiction of the international criminal court . 

- Obstacles of a legal nuture ( clifinition of international terrorism, conditioning  

of international terrorism .). 

- Obstaches of a legal political ( international donination , The practice of state 

terrorism , political quarrels). 
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Conditions of participation: 



 The research paper must be in one of the themes of the symposium, in 

Arabic or French, and be an original scientific addition that has not been 

previously published or presented in previous forums or events. 

  The research document is submitted to the evaluation of the scientific 

committee and the decisions of the committee are final. 

  The article is published using the font Simlifed Arabic size 14 for the text 

and 12 for the margins, and for the French language Times New Roman 

size 12 for the text and 10 for the margins. Use a space of 1.15 between 

lines.  

  Margins at the bottom of each page. 

  The number of pages of the research paper should not exceed 15. 

 The conclusion should contain findings and recommendations. 

  The research paper should be sent to the following email address 

halima.khareze@gmail.com 

 

Important dates 

 Last date for submitting abstracts: 22/01/2023 
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